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• LM-SSS is reliable to couple/decouple SSMs estimated from measured FRFs.

• UCF performs similarly to the coupling forms available in literature.

• UCF avoids the computation of multiple nullspaces and the selection of subspaces.

• The coupled SSMs minimal form is found by using tailored post-processing procedures.

• The unique set of DOFs can be retained by using a Boolean localization matrix.
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Abstract

In this article, the formulation of Lagrange Multiplier State-Space Substructuring (LM-SSS) is presented and extended
to directly compute coupled displacement and velocity state-space models. The LM-SSS method is applied to couple
and decouple state-space models established in the modal domain. Moreover, it is used together with tailored post-
processing procedures to eliminate the redundant states originated from the coupling and decoupling operations. This
specific formulation of the LM-SSS approach made it possible to develop a tailored coupling form, named Uncon-
strained Coupling Form (UCF). UCF just requires the computation of a nullspace and does not rely on the selection
of a subspace from a nullspace. An explanation of all the steps in order to compute state-space models without redun-
dant states originated from the coupling and decoupling procedures is also given. LM-SSS was compared with the
Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based Substructuring (LM-FBS) approach, which is currently widely recognized as
a reference approach. This was done both in terms of: a) coupled FRFs derived by coupling the state-space models
of two substructures and b) decoupled FRFs derived by decoupling the state-space model of a component from the
coupled model. As for the first validation, LM-SSS showed to be suitable to compute minimal order coupled models
and UCF turned out to have similar performance as other coupling forms already presented to the scientific commu-
nity. As for the decoupling task, the FRFs derived from the LM-SSS approach turned out to perfectly match those
obtained by LM-FBS. Moreover, it was also demonstrated that the elimination of the redundant states originated from
the decoupling operation was correctly performed.

Keywords: Dynamic Substructuring, State-Space Substructuring, Lagrange Multiplier State-Space Substructuring,
Unconstrained Coupling Form, State-Space Models

1. Introduction

Dynamic Substructuring (DS) was introduced in the last century with the belief that complex structures can be
analyzed in a more efficient way if they are considered as assemblies of several simpler components. From its first
introduction, this idea pushed the scientific community to an intense activity in this field, and several DS approaches
have been released [1]. Examples of those techniques are the ones clustered under the labels Component Mode
Synthesis (CMS) and Frequency Based Substructuring (FBS). In the CMS techniques (see, for instance [2] and [3]),
the substructures are usually represented in modal domain by using a set of modes (which might include static, quasi-
static and vibration modes depending on the CMS method [4]). These methods found many applications when a DS
analysis is intended to be performed with numerical data.

In the FBS methods, the components are characterized by their Frequency Response Functions (FRFs). For this
reason, FBS methods are typically used with experimental data. Examples of FBS techniques developed can be
found, for instance, in [5] and [6]. In [7], a new DS technique denominated Impulse Based Substructuring (IBS) is
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discussed. This technique describes the substructures by using Impulse Response Functions (IRF). Hence, IBS uses a
time domain formulation with respect to FBS for performing DS.

Another group of DS methods is the one named State-Space Substructuring (SSS). In SSS techniques the compo-
nents are represented by state-space models. These methods are suitable to deal with both numerical and experimental
data. The approach discussed in this paper belongs to this group of methods.

One of the first SSS techniques was developed by Su and Juang in [8]. Their approach will be referred from now on
as "classical SSS". The implementation of this method relies on the construction of an uncoupled state-space model by
writing the state-space models of the substructures in a block diagonal form. Afterwards, a coupling matrix is defined
and used to enforce the coupling conditions (compatibility and equilibrium) on this diagonal uncoupled model in
order to obtain the coupled state-space model. This method is simple to understand, being also able to couple several
structures at same time. Nevertheless, it has some important limitations. Firstly, it requires the inversion of two
different matrices to compute the coupled state-space model, secondly it is unable to compute minimal-order coupled
state-space models. This means that the computed coupled state-space model will contain redundant states. The
presence of such states does not affect the quality of the input-output transfer functions that can be computed from
the coupled state-space model [8]. However, by computing a minimal-order state-space model the number of states
is reduced and consequently the computational effort required in calculations with the coupled state-space model will
be also reduced. On the one hand, this minimal-order representation paves the way to the use of these approaches for
Hardware-in-the-loop applications (e.g. real-time substructuring), on the other hand, it turns out to be a more elegant
representation of the problem.

As we eliminate one DOF for each pair of connected DOFs, one state and its respective first order derivate must
also be eliminated to avoid the presence of redundant states [8]. Hence, the minimal-order state-space model will
always present n − 2nJ states (being n the sum of the number of states of the coupled state-space models and nJ the
number of interface outputs). If the coupling is performed with state-space models written in physical coordinates
(for which the physical meaning of the states and outputs is the same), the states, which initially represented matching
interface outputs, are representative of the correspondent coupled interface output (the same is valid for the respective
first order derivatives). Hence, they represent the same physical quantity. However, the computation of the minimal-
order coupled model cannot be performed by simply keeping on the coupled model just one state from each group
of states (whose physical meaning is the same), because each of these states has a non-negligible contribution for the
state-space model. Therefore, this state elimination must guarantee that the contribution of the states to be eliminated
is retrieved by the one that is kept on the model. To properly perform the elimination of the redundant states, one can
follow the post-processing procedures described in [9].

When working with state-space models estimated from measured data, these models are usually obtained in modal
domain. Hence, it is difficult to say which states correspond to matching interface outputs, turning the elimination of
the redundant states infeasible. On the other hand, as pointed out by Gibanica et al. in [10],[11], a transformation of a
state-space model written in modal coordinates into physical ones is not suitable for experimental models. In general,
for these models n >> no (being no the number of outputs), hence this transformation would impose a tremendous
constraint on the model in order to force it to have as many states as two times the number of outputs.

A solution to obtain minimal-order coupled state-space models was outlined by Sjövall and Abrahamsson in [12].
They suggested to partially transform the state vector of the state-space models of the substructures into physical
domain before coupling them. This transformation was denominated as coupling form being enforced by applying
a similarity state vector transformation as described in [12]. By performing this procedure, the state vector of the
state-space models will be composed by the first derivate of the interface outputs, by the interface outputs and n− 2nJ

internal states.
When the state-space models to be coupled are transformed into this coupling form, their state-space matrices

present a particular structure, for which the first block row of the state equation is representative of a second order
differential equation, making it possible to perform coupling by directly summing those block rows [10],[13]. This
coupling procedure is possible, because the applied similarity transformation guarantees that the contribution of the
interface inputs to the response of the internal states is null. Therefore, the internal states remain uncoupled and are just
correctly placed on the coupled state-space model [10]. This SSS technique is able to mitigate the problems of classical
SSS, since the coupling is made by performing just one matrix inversion and the coupled model is directly obtained in
a minimal-order form. However, it introduces the disadvantage of coupling a maximum of two substructures at same
time. Furthermore, to compute the transformation matrix to transform a state-space model into coupling form the
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choice of a subspace from a nullspace is required. This choice is hard to make and strongly affects the performance of
the transformation [10]. Recently, a new coupling form that requires the computation of two nullspaces, but does not
rely on the choice of any subspace was proposed in [14] and its performance will be also evaluated in this document.

Gibanica in [10] ported the technique developed by Sjövall and Abrahamsson in [12] into the general framework
presented by de Klerk et al. [4]. By performing such porting operation, the limitation of coupling a maximum of
two substructures at same time was eliminated, but two matrix inversions were now required to compute the coupled
state-space model.

In an attempt to merge the advantages of each described SSS methods, Dias et al. in [9] developed the Lagrange
Multiplier State-Space Substructuring (LM-SSS) method. This method just requires a single matrix inversion to
compute the coupled state-space model, being able to couple several structures at same time. However, the LM-
SSS approach requires a post-processing procedure to compute the minimal-order coupled state-space model and the
elimination of the redundant DOFs from the obtained coupled state-space model.

The aim of this paper is to validate LM-SSS to couple and decouple state-space models, and to present a solution to
retain the unique set of DOFs from the coupled state-space models without relying on a manual elimination. Moreover,
the paper also presents a new and simpler coupling form that just requires the computation of a nullspace and does
not rely on the choice of a subspace from the computed nullspace. The suitability of LM-SSS to couple state-space
models established in modal domain previously transformed into coupling form in order to compute minimal-order
coupled state-space models is also evaluated.

The LM-SSS method is described in section 3, while the procedure to perform decoupling is presented in section
4. Section 5 presents a solution to retain the unique set of DOFs from the coupled state-space model. Then, in sections
6 and 7 a new coupling form is introduced and the procedure to eliminate redundant states which are originated from
coupling and decoupling operations is discussed, respectively. Afterwards, in section 8 the performance of LM-SSS to
couple and decouple state-space models established in modal domain is evaluated and discussed by using a numerical
example. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 9.

2. Nomenclature

For easier understanding of all the parameters used in this article, the nomenclature is given in table 1.

3. Lagrange Multiplier State-Space Substructuring

The Lagrange Multiplier State-Space Substructuring is a novel SSS method introduced in [9]. To get a short
insight into the approach, let us consider the assembled structure shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Assembled structure composed by two different components [9].

LM-SSS relies on the construction of a diagonal coupled state-space model. This model is obtained by writing
the state-space matrices of each substructure to be coupled in block diagonal form and by using the forces that are
responsible to keep the substructures coupled, which are usually tagged as connecting forces. When the substructures
are coupled (see figure 1) the connecting forces that are acting at their interfaces are mutually cancelled, since they are
equal in intensity and opposite in direction. However, if these substructures are virtually separated, we may observe
the connecting forces acting at the interface of each component as depicted in figure 2.

As {gJ
α(t)} = −{g

J
β(t)}, we may use the mapping matrix presented by de Klerk et al. in [6] in order to obtain a more

compact representation for the relation between both connecting forces:
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Table 1: Nomenclature

A state matrix M mass matrix
B input matrix N nullspace of a matrix
BM mapping matrix q state vector written in modal coordinates
C output matrix T transformation matrix
D feed-through matrix u input vector
g connecting forces vector V damping matrix
H FRF matrix x state vector
K stiffness matrix y output vector
L Boolean localization matrix z state vector transformed into coupling form

γ Gaussian distributed independent stochastic variable λ Lagrange multipliers vector
θ Gaussian distributed independent stochastic variable µ residual difference

•accel acceleration state-space model • j j:th input
•D block diagonal matrix •k k:th discrete frequency
•disp displacement state-space model •S S:th substructure
•i i:th output •vel velocity state-space model
•α substructure α •β substructure β

•−1 inverse of a matrix •† pseudoinverse of a matrix
•I internal DOF •T transpose of a vector/matrix
•J interface DOF

•̇ first order time derivative •̈ second order time derivative
•̄ coupling vector/matrix •̃ vector composed by the unique set of DOFs

{
{gα(t)}
{gβ(t)}

}
= −[BM]T {λ(t)} (1)

where, {λ(t)} is the vector of Lagrange Multipliers that represent connecting forces [6] and [BM] represents the
signed Boolean mapping matrix. Note that, this matrix is presented as [B] matrix in [6], but here will be denoted as
[BM] to avoid confusion with the [B] state-space matrix. The vectors {gα(t)} and {gβ(t)} are given as follows.

{gα(t)} =
{
{0}
{gJ
α(t)}

}
(2a) {gβ(t)} =

{
{0}
{gJ
β(t)}

}
(2b)

Considering figure 2 and equation (1) and generalizing for coupling an unlimited number of structures, a diagonal
coupled state-space model can be constructed as follows

{ẋα(t)}
{ẋβ(t)}
...

 = [AD]


{xα(t)}
{xβ(t)}
...

 + [BD]



{uα(t)}
{uβ(t)}
...

 − [BM]T


{λα(t)}
{λβ(t)}
...




{ÿα(t)}
{ÿβ(t)}
...

 = [Caccel,D]


{xα(t)}
{xβ(t)}
...

 + [Daccel,D]



{uα(t)}
{uβ(t)}
...

 − [BM]T


{λα(t)}
{λβ(t)}
...




(3)

where,
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Figure 2: Components virtually separated [9].

[AD] =


Aα

Aβ
. . .

 , [BD] =


Bα

Bβ
. . .


[Caccel,D] =


Caccel,α

Caccel,β
. . .

 , [Daccel,D] =


Daccel,α

Daccel,β
. . .


(4)

{x(t)} ∈ Rn×1 represents the state vector, {u(t)} ∈ Rni×1 represents the input vector, whose elements are forces and
{ÿ(t)} ∈ Rno×1 represents the acceleration output vector. Subscripts α and β denote variables related to substructures
α and β, respectively. Subscript accel denotes a state-space matrix of an acceleration state-space model (state-space
model whose output vector elements are accelerations), while subscript D denotes a block diagonal matrix.

By using a more compact representation, the diagonal coupled state-space model (equation (3)) can be rewritten
as follows:

{ẋ(t)} = [AD]{x(t)} + [BD]({u(t)} − [BM]T {λ(t)})

{ÿ(t)} = [Caccel,D]{x(t)} + [Daccel,D]({u(t)} − [BM]T {λ(t)})
(5)

When substructures are coupled, they must verify continuity at their interface. This condition can be mathemati-
cally represented by using the mapping matrix [BM] as follows:

[BM]{y(t)} = {0} (6)

Since we are working with state-space models whose outputs represent accelerations (acceleration state-space
models), equation (6) must hold also for accelerations.

[BM]{ÿ(t)} = {0} (7)

Besides the interface continuity requirement, coupled substructures must also verify the local equilibrium equa-
tions given by the output equations of the diagonal coupled state-space model (equation (5)). By solving these equa-
tions it is possible to find the value of {u(t)}:

{u(t)} = [Daccel,D]−1({ÿ(t)} − [Caccel,D]{x(t)}) + [BM]T {λ(t)} (8)

By using together equations (7) and (8), and dropping {•}, [•] and (t) for ease of readability, we can write these
equations as given below: (Daccel,D)−1(ÿ −Caccel,Dx) + BT

Mλ = u
BM ÿ = 0

(9)

From the system of equations (9), the following relations can be obtained:
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λ = (BMDaccel,DBT
M)−1(BMCaccel,Dx + BMDaccel,Du)

ÿ = (Caccel,D − Daccel,DBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMCaccel,D)x + (Daccel,D − Daccel,DBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMDaccel,D)u
(10)

By using equation (8) and the bottom equation of the system of equations (10), the state equations of the diagonal
coupled state-space model (equation (5)) can be rewritten as follows:

ẋ = (AD − BDBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMCaccel,D)x + (BD − BDBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMDaccel,D)u (11)

By using equation (11) and the bottom equation of the system of equations (10), the coupled state-space model is
achieved as follows:

{ ˙̄x(t)} = [Ā]{x(t)} + [B̄]{ū(t)}
{ ¨̄y(t)} = [C̄accel]{x̄(t)} + [D̄accel]{ū(t)}

(12)

where,

[Ā] = AD − BDBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMCaccel,D

[B̄] = BD − BDBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMDaccel,D

[C̄accel] = Caccel,D − Daccel,DBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMCaccel,D

[D̄accel] = Daccel,D − Daccel,DBT
M(BMDaccel,DBT

M)−1BMDaccel,D

(13)

overbar variables represent variables of the coupled state-space model.
At this point, is important to mention that several system identification methods developed to estimate state-space

models from FRFs provide an estimation of the displacement state-space model (see for example [15]). However,
to deduce LM-SSS technique we have used acceleration state-space models, hence this SSS technique has been
established just to couple this kind of models. Thus, in general the estimated state-space models must be double
differentiated in order to obtain the respective acceleration model.

By double differentiating a generic displacement state-space model, the respective acceleration state-space model
is obtained as follows [16]:

{ẋ(t)} = [A]{x(t)} + [B]{u(t)}
{ÿ(t)} = [CdispAA]{x(t)} + ([Ddisp] + [CdispAB]){u(t)}

(14)

Observing equation (14), we conclude that the acceleration state-space matrices can be calculated from the dis-
placement ones as follows:

[Aaccel] =
[
A
]
, [Baccel] =

[
B
]
, [Caccel] =

[
CdispAA

]
[Daccel] =

[
CdispAB

]
+ [Ddisp] (15)

By using the expressions in equation (15), we may rewrite equations (13) as follows:

[Ā] = AD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADAD)

[B̄] = BD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADBD)

[C̄accel] = Cdisp,DADAD − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADAD)

[D̄accel] = Cdisp,DADBD − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADBD)

(16)

By using expressions (15), equation (16) can be rewritten in order to directly provide the coupled displacement
state-space model:
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[Ā] = AD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADAD)

[B̄] = BD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADBD)

[C̄disp] = Cdisp,D − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,D)

[D̄disp] = Cdisp,DADBD − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADBD) − C̄dispĀB̄ = 0

(17)

To define an expression to directly compute the coupled velocity state-space model (state-space model whose
output vector elements are velocities), let us start analyzing how the state-space matrices of this model can be obtained
from the respective displacement ones. By differentiating a generic displacement state-space model, we obtain the
following velocity model [16]:

{ẋ(t)} = [A]{x(t)} + [B]{u(t)}
{ẏ(t)} = [CdispA]{x(t)} + ([Ddisp] + [CdispB]){u(t)}

(18)

By using expressions (14) and (18), the following relations to compute the velocity state-space matrices form the
acceleration ones can be established:

[Avel] =
[
Aaccel

]
, [Bvel] =

[
Baccel

]
, [Cvel] =

[
CaccelA−1

]
[Dvel] =

[
DaccelA−1

]
(19)

By using expression (19), expression (16) can be rewritten to directly compute the coupled velocity state-space
model as follows:

[Ā] = AD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADAD)

[B̄] = BD − BDBT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DADBD)

[C̄vel] = Cdisp,DAD − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DAD)

[D̄vel] = Cdisp,DBD − (Cdisp,DADBD)BT
M(BM(Cdisp,DADBD)BT

M)−1BM(Cdisp,DBD)

(20)

where, subscrip vel denotes a state-space matrix of a velocity state-space model. If the coupled state-space model
respects the second law of Newton [Cdisp,DBD] = [0] [16],[12], hence [D̄vel] = [0].

4. Decoupling

Decoupling is used to identify the dynamic behaviour of a component that is part of an assembled structure. This
approach can only be applied if the dynamic behaviour of the assembled structure and of the remaining components
is known. By using decoupling we may benefit from several advantages, for instance, having the possibility to
dynamically characterize parts that are difficult to be tested separately [17] (such as rubber mounts [18],[19]).

To decouple a substructure we may use the Inverse Coupling approach [20],[17]. This decoupling procedure
follows the same methodology as coupling. However, the state-space model of the substructure to be decoupled
must be established in negative form [13],[20]. Then from the obtained state-space model, the inputs and outputs of
the substructure to be characterized must be retained while the others must be eliminated. This is equivalent to just
keep the columns of the input and feed-through matrices that are being multiplied by the inputs of the substructure
to be identified and keep the rows of the output and feed-through matrices correspondent to the outputs of the same
substructure.

The negative form of a state-space model can be derived by using a numerical state-space model. This kind of
models can be directly computed from the mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the mechanical system being
analyzed [10]. Let us consider the following acceleration state-space model:

{ẋ(t)} = [A]{x(t)} + [B]{u(t)}
{ÿ(t)} = [C]{x(t)} + [D]{u(t)}

(21)

where, the state-space matrices are given as follows:
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[A] =
[
−M−1V −M−1K

I 0

]
, [B] =

[
M−1

0

]
[C] =

[
−M−1V −M−1K

]
, [D] =

[
M−1
] (22)

matrices [M], [K] and [V] are the mass, stiffness and damping matrices respectively.
The computation of the negative form of the state-space model given by expression (21) can be performed by

multiplying the matrices [M], [K] and [V] by −1 [13],[20], as follows:

[A] =
[
−(−M)−1(−V) −(−M)−1(−K)

I 0

]
, [B] =

[
−M−1

0

]
[C] = [−(−M)−1(−V) −(−M)−1(−K)], [D] =

[
−M−1

] (23)

By observing the state-space matrices given by expression (23), one realizes that to obtain the negative form
of an acceleration state-space model, its input and feed-through matrices must be multiplied by −1, whereas the
remaining ones do not go through any mathematical operation. Even though, the computation of the negative form
of a state-space model was demonstrated for a theoretical model, this procedure continues to be valid when working
with state-space models established in modal domain.

5. Retaining the unique set of interface DOFs

When coupling by using LM-SSS the full set of interface DOFs is retained. Hence, for each pair of connected
DOFs, two outputs and inputs with the same physical meaning will be present on the coupled state-space model.
The elimination of these repeated inputs and outputs can be easily achieved by eliminating one of the correspondent
columns of the [B] and [D] matrices and one of the correspondent rows of the [C] and [D] matrices, respectively [9].
However, when several DOFs are being coupled this procedure might get cumbersome, which may lead to erroneous
eliminations.

To easily eliminate the redundant inputs and outputs, the relations between the full sets and unique sets of inputs
and outputs will be used. Those relations were established in [4] by using a Boolean localization matrix [L], which
can be computed from the nullspace of the mapping matrix [BM]. These relations are given as follows:

{̃u(t)} = [L]T {u(t)} (24a) {y(t)} = [L]{̃y(t)} (24b)

where, {̃u(t)} represents the unique set of force inputs and {̃y(t)} represents the unique set of displacements outputs.
Consider now a generic acceleration coupled state-space model obtained by using the LM-SSS method:

{ ˙̄x(t)} = [Ā]{x̄(t)} + [B̄]{ū(t)}
{ ¨̄y(t)} = [C̄]{x̄(t)} + [D̄]{ū(t)}

(25)

Since the state-space model used here to demonstrate the retention of the unique set of DOFs by using the [L]
matrix presents accelerations as outputs, the second order time derivative of equation (24b) must be computed as
follows:

{ ¨̄y(t)} = [L]{ ¨̃y(t)} (26)

By using equations (24a) and (26), expression (25) can be rewritten as follows:

{ ˙̄x(t)} = [Ā]{x̄(t)} + [B̄]([L]T )† {̃u(t)}

[L]{ ¨̃y(t)} = [C̄]{x̄(t)} + [D̄]([L]T )† {̃u(t)}
(27)

where, superscript † represents the pseudoinverse of a matrix.
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By using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix [L], the output equation of the state-space model given by
expression (27) can be rewritten as follows:

{ ˙̄x(t)} = [Ā]{x̄(t)} + [B̄]([L]T )† {̃u(t)}

{ ¨̃y(t)} = [L]†[C̄]{x̄(t)} + [L]†[D̄]([L]T )† {̃u(t)}
(28)

Equation (28) represents the state-space model given by expression (25) composed by a unique set of interface
inputs and outputs, hence without the presence of redundant inputs and outputs.

It is worth mentioning that since [L] is Boolean it will represent an orthogonal basis of the nullspace of the mapping
matrix [BM]. Hence, the computation of [L]† and ([L]T )† will be computationally efficient, because the matrix to be
inverted is diagonal [9],[21].

6. Unconstrained Coupling Form

As referred in section 1, when coupling state-space models established in modal domain, they must be previously
transformed into coupling form in order to get to a minimal-order coupled state-space model. The same statement is
valid for the decoupling operation. Hence, this procedure will equally promote the presence of redundant states on
the obtained model representative of the substructure to be identified.

A general state vector transformation into coupling form is given as follows [12]:

{zα(t)} = [Tα]{qα(t)} =


ẏJ
α

yJ
α

xI
α

 (29)

where, [T ] ∈ Rn×n is the matrix responsible for transforming a state-space model into coupling form, {q(t)} ∈ Rn×1

represents a state vector written in modal domain and {z(t)} ∈ Rn×1 represents a state vector transformed into coupling
form. Superscripts I and J denote variables related to internal and interface DOFs, respectively.

A general construction of the [Tα] matrix can be described as follows:

[Tα] =


CJ

disp,αAα
CJ

disp,α
Nα

 (30)

where, the first block row transforms the states into the first derivative of the output DOFs and the second block
row transforms the states into the output DOFs [16]. The last block row represented by Nα ∈ Rn−2nJ×n performs a
transformation of the internal states and is included to ensure that the dimension of the state-space matrices are kept.

Conversely to the SSS method presented in [12], LM-SSS couples all the states of the state-space models to
be coupled. Hence, the internal states are not kept uncoupled. Therefore, the computation of [Nα] does not need
to guarantee that the contribution of the interface inputs to the response of the transformed internal states is null.
Consequently, the transformation applied to the internal states can be arbitrary, provided that [Tα] is full rank and
invertible. The simplest procedure to calculate [Nα] in order to fulfill this requirement is given as follows:[

CJ
disp,αAα
CJ

disp,α

]
[Nα]T = 0 (31)

Equation (31) will always guarantee that [Tα] is full rank (see equation (30)), if [Cdisp,α] is full row rank. This
equation also concludes the development of a new coupling form specially tailored for LM-SSS. Due to its simplicity
and for giving almost completely freedom for the transformation of the internal states, this coupling form will be
labelled as Unconstrained Coupling Form (UCF).

When compared with the coupling form developed in [12], UCF holds the advantage of not relying on the selec-
tion of a subspace from a nullspace. The selection of this subspace is difficult and strongly influences the obtained
results [10]. If UCF is compared with the coupling form presented in [14] it has the advantage of just requiring the
computation of one nullspace.
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Note that, before transforming a general state-space model into coupling form, its input and output vectors must
be partitioned in terms of interface and internal DOFs, and rearranged as follows.

{uα(t)} =
{

uJ
α(t)

uI
α(t)

}
(32a) {yα(t)} =

{
yJ
α(t)

yI
α(t)

}
(32b)

The state-space matrices must be rearranged in accordance with the input and output vectors.

7. Minimal-order coupled state-space models

Unlike the SSS method proposed in [12], when coupling state-space models previously transformed into cou-
pling form LM-SSS is not able to directly compute a minimal-order coupled state-space model [9]. However, since
these models were transformed into coupling form, the state vector will contain the interface outputs and respective
first derivatives of each substructure, being possible to perform the elimination of the redundant states. Thus, the
computation of minimal-order coupled state-space models is still possible.

To better demonstrate how the redundant states must be eliminated, let us assume that the substructures represented
in figure 1 were coupled by using LM-SSS. Hence, the state vector of the computed coupled state-space model would
be given as follows:

{z̄(t)} =
{
˙̄yJ
α(t) ȳJ

α(t) x̄I
α(t) ˙̄yJ

β(t) ȳJ
β(t) x̄I

β(t)
}T

(33)

During the coupling procedure, compatibility is enforced at the interface of the substructures to be coupled (see
section 3), thus we have the following equalities.

{ȳJ} = {ȳJ
α} = {ȳ

J
β} (34a) { ˙̄yJ} = { ˙̄yJ

α} = { ˙̄y
J
β} (34b)

By observing expressions (33), (34a) and (34b), we conclude that to obtain the minimal realization of the computed
coupled state-space model, {ȳJ

α} or {ȳJ
β}must be kept while the other vector must be eliminated from the coupled state-

space model. The same is valid for the respective first order derivatives. These state eliminations cannot be performed
by simply removing one state of each pair of states that present the same physical meaning. Even though the states to
be eliminated are redundant, their contribution for the dynamics of the coupled system is not null. Thus, their impact
over the dynamics of the assembled structure must be retrieved by the states that are kept on the model. To properly
perform these eliminations is suggested the use of the post-processing procedures outlined in [9].

It is worth noticing that the procedures here presented and discussed to eliminate the redundant states originated
from coupling are still valid and can be applied in a similar way to eliminate the redundant states originated from a
decoupling operation.

8. Numerical Example

The approaches discussed in the previous sections will be demonstrated hereafter by adopting a numerical ex-
ample. The dynamic system synthesized is represented by the two components shown in figure 3. The assembled
structure obtained when both components are coupled is presented in figure 4, being the values of the physical param-
eters indicated in both figures given in table 2.

Firstly, the estimation of state-space models from the FRFs of components A and B is performed. Then, to validate
UCF presented in section 6, the identified state-space models will be transformed into this coupling form and into the
ones presented in [12] and [14]. The FRFs of the untransformed and of the three transformed identified models of
each component are then compared (section 8.1).

In section 8.2, the coupling of the identified state-space models will be performed by using the LM-SSS method
(see section 3), being the FRFs of the coupled model compared with the ones of the exact model and with the coupled
FRFs obtained by applying LM FBS [6] to couple the FRFs of the identified models. To validate LM-SSS to compute
minimal-order models, this SSS technique will be applied to compute coupled models from the identified models
transformed into different coupling forms, being the elimination of the redundant states present on those coupled
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Figure 3: Uncoupled components.

Figure 4: Assembled system.

models performed by following the procedures described in section 7. The FRFs of the computed minimal-order
models will be, then, compared with the ones of the coupled model computed from the untransformed identified
models.

Finally, in section 8.3 LM-SSS will be evaluated to perform decoupling in order to identify the state-space model
of the component B. Then, the FRFs of the obtained model will be compared with the FRFs of the exact model and
the FRFs of the model identified by using the system identification method and with the FRFs obtained by using LM
FBS decoupling. To demonstrate that the procedures described in section 7 are valid to eliminate redundant states
originated from a decoupling operation, the identification of the state-space model of component B will be repeated
by using state-space models previously transformed into coupling form. The FRFs of the obtained models are then
compared with the FRFs of the model obtained from LM-SSS decoupling by using untransformed state-space models.

8.1. Identified State-Space Models
The computation of the exact state-space model of the components and of the assembled system was performed

by using its mass, stiffness and damping matrices in accordance with equations (21) and (22). The mass and stiffness
matrices were established by using the Lagrange equations [22], while for simplicity the damping matrix of each
substructure was constructed from the respective stiffness one by replacing the stiffness terms with the damping ones.

To approximate the numerical example under study to an experimental one, artificial noise was introduced into the
FRFs of both components. The computation of the perturbed FRFs was performed by following the procedure used
in [12]. This procedure perturbs the real and imaginary parts of each element of the FRFs according to equation (35).

HS ,i j(ωk) = HS ,i j(ωk) + γi jk + jθi jk (35)

where, subscript S denotes the substructure to which the FRFs that are being perturbed belong, while subscripts
i, j and k denote the output, input and the discrete frequency of the FRF term that is being perturbed. Variables γ and
θ are Gaussian distributed independent stochastic variables with zero mean and a standard deviation, for the specific
case, assumed to be equal to 5 × 10−3 ms−2N−1.

11



Table 2: Physical parameter values

i mi (kg) ci (Nsm−1) ki (Nm−1)

a1 10 30 1.5 × 105

a2 3 50 5 × 105

a3 3 50 4.5 × 105

p1 5 50 1 × 105

p2 7 50 1.5 × 105

p3 10 10 5 × 103

p4 1 - -

To identify state-space models from the computed noisy FRFs, the polyreference least-squares complex frequency
domain method (PolyMAX) [23] and the Maximum Likelihood Modal Parameter method (ML-MM) [24] were ap-
plied to estimate the modal parameters from the noisy FRFs. Then, these identified parameters were used to construct
the respective state-space models. The comparison of a noisy FRF with the FRF of the exact model and the FRF of
the identified model for component A is given in figure 5, while the same comparison for component B is shown in
figure 6.
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Figure 5: Accelerance FRF of the component A, whose output is the DOF a3 and the input is the DOF a1.

Afterwards, the identified state-space models were transformed into the coupling forms presented in [12] (from
now on labelled as OCF, standing for Original Coupling Form) and [14] (from now on labelled as NOCF, standing
for New Original Coupling Form) and into UCF presented in section 6. In figures 7 and 8 the comparison of one FRF
of the identified untransformed model and of the same model transformed into different coupling forms is shown for
components A and B respectively.

By analyzing figures 5 and 6 it is evident that the system identification method used was able to filter-out the
artificial noise introduced on the FRFs of both components, thus leading to an accurate identification of the state-
space models of both components (the identified models of components A and B were composed by nA = 18 and
nB = 22 states, respectively). However, it was found that the state-space models were not passive. Looking at figures
7 and 8, it is well evident that for both the components the FRF of the identified transformed models into OCF and
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Figure 6: Accelerance FRF of the component B, whose output is the DOF p4 and the input is the DOF p1.

UCF is very well matching the one of the untransformed model. Hence, we may conclude that the transformation
of both identified state-space models into these two different coupling forms was successfully performed. However,
it was found that the transformation into NOCF lead to poor results. This poor performance might be explained by
its transformation matrix being close to be singular. Indeed, as proven in Appendix A, we have no guarantee that
the NOCF transformation matrix will be always well-conditioned and full rank. For the other coupling forms this is
not verified. Provided that the input and output state-space matrices of the state-space model to be transformed are
full column rank and full row rank, respectively [20], by using OCF we have freedom to select a subspace from the
computed nullspace that makes the computation of a full rank transformation matrix possible [12]. Whereas, by using
UCF, if the output state-space matrix of the state-space model to be transformed is full row rank, the transformation
matrix will always be full rank as presented in section 6.

Note that, due to the poor performance of NOCF transformation, from now on the performance of UCF will be
just compared with the one of OCF.

8.2. Coupling Results
In a first instance, the LM-SSS method was used to couple the untransformed identified state-space models. The

obtained model presented nA + nB = 40 states as expected. To compute this coupled model, the retention of the
unique set of DOFs was performed by following the procedure outlined in section 5. Then, the coupling was made by
using LM FBS to couple the FRFs of the identified state-space models. Figure 9 shows the comparison of a coupled
FRF obtained by using LM FBS method with the same FRF of the exact assembled state-space model and of the non
minimal-order coupled model.

By analyzing figure 9, it is evident that the FRF of the exact assembled model and the FRF of the non minimal-
order coupled model are well matching. Furthermore, the FRF computed from LM FBS perfectly matches the one of
the coupled state-space model. However, the coupled state-space model was found to be unstable, presenting five real
positive poles. The presence of those non-physical poles might be a consequence of the non-passivity of the identified
state-space models [12].

To evaluate the performance of LM-SSS to compute minimal-order models by coupling state-space models pre-
viously transformed into coupling form and by using the procedures described in section 7, LM-SSS was applied
to compute minimal-order coupled models (it was found that these models presented nA + nB − 2nJ = 36 states as
expected) from the identified models transformed into two different coupling forms (OCF and UCF). For ease of
implementation, the retention of the unique set of DOFs of the computed coupled state-space models was performed
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Figure 7: Accelerance FRF of the component A, whose output is the DOF a3 and the input is the DOF a3.

by following the procedure outlined in section 5. For the same reason, the post-processing procedure presented in
[9] that relies on the use of a Boolean localization matrix [LT ] was used to eliminate the redundant states. Figure 10
shows the comparison between the FRF of the non-minimal order coupled model and the three FRFs obtained by the
different minimal order models.

Figure 10 proves that LM-SSS and the procedures described in section 7 to obtain minimal order coupled models
are consistent. For the two different minimal-order coupled state-space models were found three non-physical poles
(i.e. real positive poles), which might be a direct consequence of the transformed identified state-space models not
be passive, as pointed out in [12]. The decrease of the number of non-physical poles, when compared with the non-
minimal order coupled model is a consequence of the elimination of the redundant states. This verification highlights
the importance of removing these spurious states from the coupled state-space models.

8.3. Decoupling Results

To validate LM-SSS to perform decoupling, this method was applied to decouple the identified state-space model
of component A (see section 8.1) from the non minimal-order coupled state-space model computed in section 8.2. The
same procedure was performed by decoupling from the FRFs of the non minimal-order coupled model the identified
FRFs of component A by using the LM FBS technique.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of the identified FRF of component B by using LM FBS-based decoupling and
the same FRF of the exact model as well as the FRF of the model identified in section 8.1 and the FRF of the
model identified by performing LM-SSS-based decoupling. It is well evident that the FRFs of the identified model of
component B are well matching the FRF of the exact model. Furthermore, the identified FRF obtained by using LM
FBS-based decoupling and the one of the identified model of component B obtained in section 8.1 are perfectly fitting
the one of the identified model obtained by applying LM-SSS-based decoupling. Hence, we may claim that LM-SSS
technique is validated to perform decoupling.

At this point, we are interested in demonstrating that LM-SSS is able to decouple state-space models previously
transformed into coupling form and that by using the procedures described in section 7 we may eliminate from the
identified model the redundant states, whose presence is due to the decoupling operation. To perform this demonstra-
tion, the identification of a state-space model for component B was performed by decoupling the identified model of
A previously transformed into different coupling forms from the minimal order coupled state-space models (which are
already obtained in coupling form) computed in section 8.2.
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Figure 8: Accelerance FRF of the component B, whose output is the DOF p1 and the input is the DOF p4.

In figure 12 a comparison of a FRF of the identified state-space model of component B by using untransformed
models and by using models transformed into different coupling forms is presented. By observing this figure, we
may conclude that the FRFs of both identified models are very well matching, validating LM-SSS to decouple state-
space models previously transformed into coupling form and the procedures described in section 7 to eliminate the
redundant states, whose origin is a consequence of the decoupling operation.

As final analysis, it is worth discussing on the number of states of the identified models of component B by using
decoupling. The state-space model obtained by using untransformed models presented nA + nB + nA = 58 states,
while the one obtained by using models transformed into coupling form presented nA + nB − 2nJ + nA − 2nJ = 50
states, being found that all the state-space models presented several unstable poles. It is evident that these models
present more states than the identified state-space model obtained from the system identification routines. Hence, the
identified models by using LM-SSS decoupling are non minimal-order models. This may explain, together with the
lack of passivity of the used state-space models, the presence of unstable poles.

The verified increment of states is a consequence of the inclusion of the dynamics of the component A into the
coupled model in order to perform its decoupling (see section 4). Hence, the dynamics of this component will be
present twice on the identified model, since it was already included in the coupled model. Due to the double presence
of the dynamics of component A, pairs of spurious modes will be present on the identified model [20]. Distinguishing
spurious modes from physical ones might be hard to accomplish, especially, if there is no previous knowledge about
the structure to be identified, which is a common situation. Thus, if possible, it is recommended to avoid decoupling
operation by using system identification methods to identify state-space models from the FRFs of the components.

9. Conclusion

The LM-SSS method showed to be reliable to couple and decouple state-space models established in modal
domain. It has been demonstrated that the method is able to couple and decouple state-space models transformed
into coupling form and to perform the elimination of the redundant states originated from coupling and decoupling
operations by using post-processing procedures. It was also shown that the FRFs of the coupled models calculated by
LM-SSS are exactly the same as the coupled FRFs obtained by using LM FBS method [6] (see section 8.2). The same
applies for the decoupling operation (see section 8.3).

Furthermore, due to the LM-SSS coupling formulation it was possible to establish a new coupling form, denoted
unconstrained coupling form (see section 6). This coupling form holds the advantage of just requiring the computation
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Figure 9: Accelerance FRF of the coupled system, whose output is the interface DOF p4 and the input is the interface DOF 1.

of a nullspace and does not rely on the choice of a subspace from the computed nullspace. The performance of UCF
showed to be similar to the coupling forms already available to the scientific community (see sections 8.1, 8.2 and
8.3).
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Figure 10: Accelerance FRF of the coupled system, whose output is the interface DOF 1 and the input is the DOF p3.

Appendix A. New Original Coupling Form

In this section, the coupling form presented in [14] will be deduced and analyzed in order to demonstrate that there
is no guarantee that its transformation matrix will be full rank. Hence, there exists the possibility that the computed
transformation matrix be singular, which would lead to ill-conditioned state vector transformations.

A general transformation matrix to transform a state vector into coupling form is given as follows [12]:

[TNOCF] =


CJ

dispA
CJ

disp
N

 (A.1)

where, N ∈ Rn−2nJ×n.
Let us introduce nullspaces NB ∈ Rn−nJ×n and NC ∈ Rn−2nJ×n that are given as follows:

[NB][BJ] =
{
0
}

(A.2a)
[
CJ

dispA
CJ

disp

]
[NC]T =

{
0
}

(A.2b)

where, superscripts J denote quantities associated to interface DOFs.
To avoid numerical problems during the performance of such state transformation, [TNOCF] must be invertible

and, hence full rank. To make sure that this matrix will be full rank independently of the state-space model under
study (provided that its input and output matrices are full column rank and full row rank, respectively), the following
relation must be verified: [

CJ
dispA

CJ
disp

] [
N
]T
=
[
0
]

(A.3)

At this point, we immediately understand that [N] = [NC] would be a perfect choice to make sure that the relation
established in equation (A.3) is fulfilled (such choice would lead to UCF presented in section 6). However, as pre-
viously mentioned, the coupling technique presented in [12] requires that [N] is also a nullspace of [BJ], which is a
condition not necessarily verified by [NC]. Thus, the problem can be posed as follows:
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Figure 11: Accelerance FRF of the component B, whose output is the DOF p3 and the input is the DOF p4.

N = NANB = NC (A.4)

where, [NA] is a matrix that is intended to be calculated so that [NA][NB] is as close as possible to [NC]. The
calculation of [NA] is therefore a suitable task for least-squares. The computation of this solution can be performed
by simply inverting [NB] [25], resulting in the following expression:

NA = NC N†B (A.5)

where, superscript † represents the pseudoinverse of a matrix.
Since [NB] is the left nullspace of [BJ], [NB] is full row rank and its pseudoinverse can be calculated as follows

[21]:

N†B = NT
B (NBNT

B )−1 (A.6)

where, [NB]† works as right inverse of [NB], hence [NB][NB]† = [I].
By using equation (A.6) , equation (A.5) can be rewritten as follows:

NA = NC NT
B (NBNT

B )−1 (A.7)

By using equations (A.4) and (A.7), an expression to calculate [N] can be outlined as given below:

N = NC NT
B (NBNT

B )−1NB (A.8)

Due to the use of least-squares to compute [N], equality (A.4) is usually not true, being verified a residual differ-
ence between [NC] and [N]:

µ = NC − NC NT
B (NBNT

B )−1NB = NC − NC N†BNB (A.9)

where, [NB]†[NB] , [I], since as previously mentioned [NB]† acts as the right inverse of [NB]. Hence, there is the
possibility of this residual difference to invalidate the equality presented in equation (A.3), which could promote the
construction of a [TNOCF] matrix that is not full rank and, thus not invertible.
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Figure 12: Accelerance FRF of the component B, whose output is the DOF p1 and the input is the interface DOF p3.

Let us develop expression (A.3) in order to better understand how the residual difference given by equation (A.9)
can foster the construction of a singular [TNOCF] matrix. By using equation (A.8) and the transpose property (AB)T =

BT AT [25], [N]T may be established as follows:

NT = NT
B ((NBNT

B )−1)T NBNT
C (A.10)

The combination of equation (A.10) and equation (A.3) leads to:[
CJ

dispANT
B ((NBNT

B )−1)T NBNT
C

CJ
dispNT

B ((NBNT
B )−1)T NBNT

C

]
=
[
0
]

(A.11)

Assuming that [NB] is calculated to be an orthonormal basis for the nullspace of [BJ], which is a common practice,
[NB][NB]T = [I] [25] and the following relation can be established:

((NBNT
B )−1)T = (NBNT

B )−1 (A.12)

By using equations (A.6) and (A.12), equation (A.11) can be rewritten as follows:CJ
dispAN†BNBNT

C

CJ
dispN†BNBNT

C

 = [0] (A.13)

Equality (A.13) may not be verified, because [NB]†[NB] , [I]. Hence, we may conclude that [N] will not nec-
essarily verify expression (A.3), being impossible to guarantee that [TNOCF] will be full rank, independently of the
state-space model intended to be transformed.
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